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our team Editor’s note

 
Time flies. One minute you are slogging it out in dental school 
dreaming of graduation, and the next  you are waiting to finishing 
your bond. Before you know it, the 4 years are done, and the 
world is your oyster. Crossroads lie in front of you, what’s next? 
And maybe life is like that,  a series of neverending crossroads, 
be it regarding your career or whether to start a family; each 
decision resulting in a sometimes same, sometimes starkly 
different path, until you reach the next fork again. 

Well, I have decided to pursue a Masters in Public Health over 
the next 2 years, and as this will be my last issue, thanks are in 
order! 

Most importantly, a big thank you to our contributors, this 
newsletter wouldn’t exist without you. Thank you for allowing 
me to harass and plead with you. Special thanks to our regular 
contributors like Dr Raymond Ang, Dr Asha Karunakaran and Dr 
Kuan Chee Keong, for consistently taking the time and effort to 
write without any reward. 

Thanks to the editorial team, especially dear Ivan my long-
suffering layout designer who tolerates my last minute changes 
and Dr Teo for his guidance. Dr Teo is leaving the editorial board 
after this issue having served for more than 10 years.

Lastly, thank you to our readers, for bearing with us as we 
changed our covers, layout, type size and paper size several times 
over the past 2 years. Undoubtedly you have your preferences 
so please tell the incoming editorial team what worked and what 
did not!  I too look forward eagerly for what’s to come next! 

Advertising/Sponsorship Enquiries:

The dentalSURGEON is the official newsletter of the Singa-
pore Dental Association and is mailed to all members thrice 
yearly. To find out how you can see this newsletter maximise 
your advertising budget and reach a specially targeted audi-
ence, please contact us at the above address for more infor-
mation.

Singapore Dental Association

2 College Road
Level 2 Alumni Medical Centre
Singapore 169850

Tel : (+65) 6220 2588
Fax : (+65) 6224 7967
Email : admin@sda.org.sg

SDA Administrative Staff:
Ms Nora Owyong 
Mr Lee Jon Yang
Ms Laura Chia
Ms Tracy Ooi
Ms Nolene Kadir
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Buzz 
IDEM  2010

IDEM 2010 : SpEakEr’S NIght @ EquINox
16-18 April 2010,  Suntec SingApore internAtionAl convention & 
exhibition centre

6,057 participants (including dental 
traders and practitioners) flocked to the 6th 
installment of the biennial IDEM exhibition. 
The 352 exhibitors spread out over 10,000 
sqm impressed the participants with the latest 
gadgets and technology and made valuable 
business contacts, while 17 % of the delegates 
attended the scientific conference focused on 
dental implants. We are proud to note that the 
local dental fraternity showed their support for 
this homegrown event and made up about a 
third of the total attendees! ☤ Just the guys

The rose among the happy thorns

The thorn among the roses
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Buzz 
SDA Night

IDEM 2010: SDa NIght

17 April 2010,  reSortS World SentoSA

This year’s SDA night was a memorable one 
as we witnessed the unveiling of the President’s 
Medallion. One by one, past presidents came on 
stage to pin their names on the medallion rib-
bon. The significance of this was not lost on the 
audience as they heartily applauded the efforts 
of all the men who had contributed to SDA.

The night’s biggest award, the prestigious Roll 
of Honour, was presented to A/Prof Teo Choo 
Soo and  A/Prof Keson Tan. 

Congratulations to them and the recipients of 
the inaugural SDA Meritorious and Commenda-
tion Awards! ☤

Roll of Honour -A/Prof Keson Tan

Roll of Honour -A/Prof Teo Choo Soo

Past presidents  of SDA 

By Dr Charlene Goh 
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By Dr Charlene Goh 

Everybody loves Italian food, but not that 
many people know about Italian wines!

Buzz 
SDA Night

Roll of Honour

Teo Choo Soo

Tan Beng Choon, Keson

SDA Meritorious Award

Lim Lii

SDA Commendation Award

Mok Yuen Yue, Betty 
Lee Kee Kai, Victor

Jee Shizhuan, Terence
Goh Enhui, Charlene

The happy SDA 2010 
Award recipients
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Buzz 
Nitec

3rD NItEc IN DENtal aSSIStINg coNvocatIoN

18 MAy 2010,  nAtionAl dentAl centre

SDA would like to congratulate the 28 graduates (15 from NDC and 13 from SDA) at the re-
cent Nitec in Dental Assisting Convocation. In the presence of family and friends, the graduates 
received their certificates from SDA President, Dr Philip Goh. Chief Dental Officer, A/Prof Patrick 
Tseng was also present as the Guest-of-Honor and gave out the prizes for the top students Ms 
Wong Liong Ming (SDA) and Ms Zhang Lifang (NDC). 

Congratulations and we wish you all a fruitful career ahead! ☤ 

Top SDA Trainee-
 Ms Wong Liong Ming 

3rd Batch of Nitec Dental Assisting Graduates

By Dr Charlene Goh 
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Buzz 
ITI Symposium

ItI WorlD SyMpoSIuM 2010 
aprIl 2010, gENEva, SWItzErlaND

By Dr Lin Gengfeng

The International Team for Implantology (ITI) World Symposium took place in Switzerland, Ge-
neva, in April of this year. The symposium was highly anticipated, with a total turnout of over 4000 
participants from all over the world. The venue was the Geneva Palexpo, a short walk from the 
Geneva Airport. 

A series of limited attendance work-
shops was held the day prior to the start of 
the symposium itself. These were focused 
on smaller groups and the topics were split 
into either soft tissue management or bone 
grafting for implant site development.

The symposium started with a keynote 
address by the renowned adventurer and 
scientist Bertrand Piccard, who achieved 
fame as the first person to complete a non-
stop flight in a balloon around the world. He 
captivated the participants with a recount 
of his adventures. Drawing from his experi-
ence in adventuring, he encouraged all par-
ticipants to challenge the norms and try to 

seek new frontiers, especially so in implant dentistry.

The scientific program itself focused on three main facets of implant treatment: new clinical 
methods for diagnosis and treatment planning; new and proven treatment procedures and com-
plications in implant dentistry. Each of the numerous presenters provided an in-depth view of their 
various topics, complete with evidence mostly coming from the recent ITI Consensus meeting. In 
addition to enjoying an intensive update on the latest in implant dentistry, I had the opportunity 
during the symposium, to catch up with several friends and colleagues from other countries, such 
as Indonesia, Thailand and Malaysia.

Our prosthodontist, Dr Christina Sim, also did Singapore proud by beating out several other 
participants to win the coveted poster presentation.

The next edition of the symposium will take place in 2014. ☤

Dr Lin Gengfeng is a general practitioner in private practice who enjoys aesthetic, restorative and implant 
dentistry.
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guIlD of DENtal graDuatES WINE paIrINg DINNEr
5 JuNE SaturDay, 6pM

rIccIottI pIzza paSta & DElI 

Buzz 
Guild  of Dental Graduates

By Dr Charlene Goh 

Everybody loves Italian food, but not that 
many people know about Italian wines!

This intimate event introduced 20 dentists 
and friends to the joys of Chianti and Pinot Gri-
gio (in addition to other great Italian wines) 
accompanied by the tasty food from the Ricci-
otti kitchen. Our host, Mr Eugenio Amedi fielded 
questions on pairing wines with local food while 
generously topping up our glasses. 

Soon everyone was merry, toasting to new-
found friends and looking forward to future 
events. ☤

Photos courtesy of eunicelim.com

Dolce Vita

Dentists and friends

Dr Tristan Peh cant get enough of a good thing!
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GC ASIA Dental Pte Ltd 
congratulates its exclusive distributor

N.K.Luck (S) Pte Ltd 
for achieving 

Good Distribution Practice for Medical Devices Singapore (GDPMDS) 

and ISO 9001:2008 Certification

Serving Dentistry with QualityServing Dentistry with Quality
GC Asia Dental Pte Ltd   19 Loyang Way #06-27 Singapore 508724.  T +65 6546 7588   F +65 6546 7577.   E gcasia@singnet.com.sg   www.gcasia.info
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Report
AGM

SDa 43rD agM 2010
25th aprIl 2010, NuSS kENt rIDgE guIlD houSE

By Dr Charlene Goh 

Perhaps it was the door gifts of specially com-
missioned SDA umbrellas and mousepads, but 
this year’s meeting saw the excellent turnout of 
56 members.

After some catching up over lunch, the meet-
ing began on a sombre note. The room rose to 
observe a moment of silence in remembrance of 
our Dental Year 4 student Tan Shyn Lyn’s sudden 
passing. Shyn Lyn, with her great personality, 
was one of the “cheongsam girls” hand-picked to 
serve as special FDI ushers during the Welcome 
Ceremony and the Singapore Night. 

The attention then turned to the business at 
hand. Perennial topics such as tooth whitening 
and cheaper CDE events were discussed and the 
idea of holding a Channel News Asia forum for 
dentistry was mooted. Committee reports and 
the Financial Statement were presented.

 Of notable mention was the fact that MPS 
has contributed more than $90,000 to the Me-
diation Fund for the mediation work done by 
the Ethics and Management Committee. The 
good work done by this committee has kept our 
MPS fees low. Chief Dental Officer, A/Prof Patrick 
Tseng also pointed out that the Singapore Medi-
cal Council was facing a backlog of cases due to 
a lack of an well-established mediation system 
like SDA’s.

The highlight of the meeting was the Amend-
ment of the Constitution which got members up 
to the microphone often, voicing their opinions 
on hot topics like the eligibility for Associate 

Membership and Life Membership as well 
as the possible inclusion of OHTs as Associate 
Members. After much discussion, the motion for 
the Constitution Amendment was finally passed.

▲ Dr Lewis Lee handing over the President’s Medal to 
the incoming President Dr Philip Goh.

The attendees fueling up before the grueling session 
ahead
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The meeting ended with the election of the 
41st Council (2010-2013) and the lucky draw 
which saw Dr Wong Sue Lin taking home the 
grand prize.

 
This was the first AGM I have attended and it 

made me realize the passion and dedication of 
some of our members who regularly attend and 
actively participate in SDA AGMs. These mem-
bers willingly give up an entire Sunday afternoon 
to debate over Constitution Amendments and 
ensure that the Council’s actions are accounta-
ble and in the interest of all our members; I take 
my hat off to them. 

As for those who complain or disagree with 
the eventual decisions and directions of the 
Association, there can only be one question: 
“Where were you?” ☤

Report
AGM

SDA 41st Council (2010-2013)

President Dr Philip Goh

Vice President Dr Edwin Heng

Hon. Gen. Sec. Dr Kenny Poh

Asst. Hon. Gen. 
Sec. Dr Susan Ang

Treasurer Dr Chang Kok Meng

Council 
Members Dr Kuan Chee Keong

Dr Michael Mah
Dr Seow Yian San
Dr Kelvin Chye
Dr Tang Panmei

Farewell to the outgoing SDA Council 2007-2010.

Welcome to the SDA Council 2010-2013

DENTAL PROTECTION LIMITED

PROFESSIONAL SUPPORT AND EXPERT ADVICE

DPL is the world’s leading indemnifier of dental professionals, covering more than 55,000 
members worldwide.

As part of our commitment to improved professionalism, quality and safety, DPL is embarking 
on a expansion of the risk management and educational services we provide members.

There is an opportunity for dentists in Hong Kong, Malaysia and Singapore with an interest 
and expertise in communications and risk management to join our world class dental faculty 
to become a trained presenter.

Presenting risk management and communications programs to your clinical colleagues as 
a DPL faculty member is an exciting and prestigious opportunity that can enhance your 
reputation as a professional expert.

Presenter positions would suit either full time or part time dentists looking for regular weekend 
or mid-week work.

Successful candidates must:

 Be a dental graduate with significant post-graduate experience

 Have experience in training, education and/or presenting 

 Have extensive experience in one or more of the following areas; dental education, 
communication skills training, formal post-graduate psychological or counselling 
training and risk management or dento-legal experience linked with a dental protection 
organisation or dental facility

 Be based in Hong Kong, Malaysia or Singapore.

Both local (overnight) and international travel may be required.

An exciting and prestigious role  
with an international education team

Dentists who are interested in applying should review the Position Description on  
www.dentalprotection.org/careers  
All applications must include a letter detailing how they meet the minimum requirements, 
necessary experience and profile description outlined in the Position Description. Applicants 
must also complete the Availability Form which can be found within the Position Description.

Applications should be forwarded by email to sarah.white@mps.org.uk or mail to: 
Faculty and Education Support Coordinator, DPL Educational Services Asia Pacific,  
P.O. Box 1013, Milton, Queensland Australia 4064

We are an equal opportunities employer.
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Report
MOH Spotlight

By Dr Gabriel Chong

From a public health dentist’s perspective, 
Singapore is fortunate on at least two counts. 
First, there is universal coverage of the popu-
lation by water fluoridation, which is the gold 
standard of all public health measures to im-
prove the community’s oral health. Second, 
there is muted opposition to the measure.   

However, the dental profession must not rest 
on its laurels and we must remain vigilant. As the 
slogan of the Singapore Police Force goes:“Low 
crime does not mean no crime”; likewise there 
is still opposition to water fluoridation here. In 
fact, recently the Dental Branch (headed by the 
Chief Dental Officer), Manpower Standards and 
Development Division, Ministry of Health, was 
tasked to respond to a few ‘enquires from con-
cerned members of the public’ regarding water 
fluoridation. In reality, they were really just anti-
fluoridation attacks camouflaged as such.  

Opposition to water fluoridation in many 
democratic societies around the world (for ex-
ample, Australia, Canada, Europe, Japan, UK, 
and USA) is usually active, well-organised and 
vociferous compared with the passive, ad-hoc 
and reactive support that is lent to water fluori-
dation. In truth, water fluoridation is perhaps the 
most studied public health intervention, with 
decades of research published in peer-reviewed 
journals supporting its safety, effectiveness, ef-
ficiency, cost-effectiveness and equitability; and 

Recently, a PaRliament Question on the need foR continued wateR 
fluoRidation was Raised and the coRResPonding RePly can be found on the 
moh website. this 2-PaRt seRies aims to keeP dental PRofessionals abReast of 
the Rationale foR wateR fluoRidation. the fiRst PaRt exPlains the Reasons 
foR the contRoveRsy and the second PaRt will addRess the science and ethics 
of wateR fluoRidation.

WatEr fluorIDatIoN: part oNE – Why thE 
coNtrovErSy aND DEbatE?

also perhaps, the only public health intervention 
to be put to the public vote where the outcome 
is, regrettably, usually unfavorable. 

Why is there so much controversy surround-
ing community water fluoridation? This article 
aims to examine some of the reasons for this 
controversy. However, a detailed exposition is 
beyond the scope of this article and interested 
readers are encouraged to peruse the literature 
for what makes for very scintillating reading.     

There are two main arguments which make 
the claims and allegations of anti-fluoridationists 
so emotive: that of ‘poisoned water’ – fluoride 
that is added to drinking water is a toxic indus-
trial by-product; and ‘doctoring the water’ - wa-
ter fluoridation is portrayed as involuntary mass 
medication which curtails civil liberties and per-
sonal freedom of choice. 

To the layperson, most of these claims can 
appear scientific and therefore convincing; and 
in turn, cause confusion or outright fear of this 
public health measure. However, the material 
that is often quoted by anti-fluoridationists in 
their arguments is, at best, spurious, selective 
and partial reporting and, at its worst, simply a 
mischievous attempt to use “science” and “sta-
tistics” to bamboozle and mislead public opin-
ion.
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Report
MOH Spotlight

Unfortunately, it is not just a simple case of 
‘fact versus fiction’. Water fluoridation is per-
ceived by politicians to be a politically sensitive 
issue and would therefore be decided mainly on 
public opinion. Very often, Science does not pre-
vail as the anti-fluoridationists’ claims instinc-
tively stir feelings of primal fear, paranoia and 
indignation and hence are so poignant. Further-
more, the stakeholders in any community who 
make a decision, say to implement or cease wa-
ter fluoridation, are also lay persons and could 
very well themselves fall prey to the scare-mon-
gering tactics of anti-fluoridationists.  

If a concerned individual were to run an on-
line search for articles on water fluoridation, the 
search results would predominately be negative 
or out rightly hostile. Unfortunately, there is also 
an inherent bias in the mass media towards the 
publication of articles that portray water fluori-
dation negatively. Furthermore, it has been re-
ported that use of the media is amongst the most 
effective tactics used by anti-fluoridationists.

There are two reasons for this bias exhibited 
in the media.  Firstly, journalists are just lay peo-
ple and cannot be expected to dissect the vast 
field of studies that have been conducted on wa-
ter fluoridation, let alone distinguish between 
fact and fiction in what can appear to be a legiti-
mate scientific debate with the anti-fluoridation-
ists and health authorities citing their respective 
claims and counter-claims. 

Secondly, the livelihoods of journalists de-
pend on them selling media units and nothing 
sells better than sensationalism and controversy 
(case in point: trashy tabloids). This might come 
as a shock to readers who would expect the me-
dia to uphold journalistic ethics and report only 
the facts. This was sadly also not the case with 
the media reportage of Gardasil (a vaccine for 
cervical cancer) in Australia – readers were more 
likely to hear about a single case of post-vacci-
nation adverse events than the rigorous clinical 
safety trials that were carried out prior to its re-
lease.  

The bias in media reportage could be dev-
astating. Important stakeholders in society and 
decision makers (politicians) look towards the 
media as the voice of the people and as a valid 
source of public opinion. The one-sided presen-
tation of articles on water fluoridation would 
naturally lead one to assume there is unanimous 
opposition.     

Not all anti-fluoridationists can be tarred with 
the same brush because not every person who 
raises doubts or concerns about water fluori-
dation is a ‘true’ anti-fluoridationist. The anti-
fluoride camp can be divided broadly into two 
groups – those who are “crusaders” (those who 
want the truth, can be reasoned with and po-
tentially converted to the pro-fluoridation camp) 
and the “campaigners” (who would stop at noth-
ing to ‘win’ no matter what it takes, regardless 
of whether the points they raise are true or not; 
these individuals are almost impossible to rea-
son with). 

The initial management and response to anti-
fluoridationists is the same regardless of which 
camp they belong to – that is to educate and re-
peat the message that water fluoridation is safe 
and effective. Case reports show that it is pos-
sible to implement water fluoridation in a com-
munity that has traditionally been hampered by 
opposition, with a campaign involving compre-
hensive community education.                                        

Unfortunately, there will always be those 

“Journalists are just lay people 
and cannot be expected to (...) 
distinguish between fact and 

fiction in what appears to be a 
legitimate scientific debate” 
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MOH Spotlight

who choose to peddle 
mistruths, allegations and assertions without 
recourse to Science, Evidence and Data and 
their enthusiasm borders on religious zealotry. I 
strongly recommend readers to refer the man-
agement of such cases to Dental Public Health 
specialists or individuals trained to do so. 

How might this affect you as an individual cli-
nician? ‘I’m not in public health’, you might say. A 
couple of scenarios might arise. You might have 
a patient who may be concerned after reading a 
couple of websites or one who has recently im-
migrated to Singapore and the water supplies in 
his/her home country/city are not fluoridated. 
Perhaps, a member of parliament might ask for 
your opinion on water fluoridation after the is-
sue was brought up during a meet-the-people 
session. Maybe a journalist might approach you 
for your professional opinion after receiving an 
anti-fluoridation letter to the editor.   

Therefore, it is imperative that members of 
the dental profession arm themselves with the 
facts about water fluoridation. This is the first of 
a two-part series on water fluoridation. The sec-
ond of this series will appear in the next issue of 
the SDA’s Dental Surgeon and it shall discuss the 
literature behind the safety and ethics of water 
fluoridation, and thus provide some facts with 
which you can arm yourself. 

If the situation arises, members of the dental 
team should educate their patients on the ben-
efits of water fluoridation, just as they have an 
ethical and professional duty to provide tobacco 
and alcohol abuse cessation advice. It is also 
just as important that should the circumstances 
arise, we should act as steadfast advocates (col-
lectively as a profession and individually as its 
members) for the maintenance of water fluori-
dation in Singapore. Let us remember, that the 
children who otherwise face a visit to the dentist 
to have their decayed teeth extracted and filled 
do not have a voice. ☤

Disclaimer: Due to the space constraints, 
references are not included in this article. 
However, they can be provided by the author 
upon request. The author can be reached via 
email at Gabriel.chong@mohh.com.sg  

Dr Gabriel Chong received his basic dental train-
ing from the National University of Singapore. He 
subsequently pursued his Masters of Public Health 
at the University of Sydney and graduated as the 
top student of his Dental Public Health specialty co-
hort with honours. He has previously taught at the 
Faculty of Dentistry, University of Sydney, and would 
also be contributing as a part-time staff to the un-
dergraduate Dental Public Health curriculum at the 
National University of Singapore. His research inter-
ests include strategies utilised in water fluoridation 
campaigns and anti-fluoridation activities.

“How might this affect you as an 
individual clinician? ‘I’m not in 
public health’, you might say.” 
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Report
SDHF

DENtal IMplaNtS-
a coNSuMEr EDucatIoN foruM 
By Dr Asha Karunakaran

The Singapore Dental Health Foundation organised a consumer ed-
ucation forum on dental implants to coincide with IDEM 2010. 

The forum was held on Sunday afternoon, April 18th and attracted 
an attentive and appreciative crowd of 250 people, each of whom paid 
$11 to attend. 

The speakers at the forum were Drs Vijayan Loganathan, Dr. Eugene 
Poh and Dr. Asha Karunakaran. Amongst them, they covered a range of 
topics like how implants are used, the surgical considerations and the 
kind of questions the patient should ask of the dentist. 

Following the presentations by the three speakers there was a lively question-and-answer ses-
sion that lasted more than an hour with members of the audience lining up to ask questions. The 
Q-n-A was chaired by Dr. Lewis Lee. 

Apart from the forum, public awareness on implants was generated through paid ads in the Eng-
lish newspapers and radio. 

SDHF Singapore Dental Health Foundation

Both the audience and the speakers had a good time. 
Shown here, on the right, are panellists, Dr. Eugene Poh and Dr. Vijayan.

The audience was both 
attentive and participative
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SDhf:
a StatuS upDatE aND thE DIrEctIoN ahEaD

By Drs Seow Onn Choong & Charlene Goh

Started over 20 years ago as a charitable off-
shoot of SDA, SDHF has grown from strength to 
strength under the leadership of Dr Asha Karuna-
karan and Dr Victor Lee who have served as the 
only presidents in the last 20 years.

 But with few volunteers and no successors, 
the future of the organization was uncertain 
and for a while it seemed the best option was 
to cease operations. SDA Council then stepped 
in and nominated a new President, Dr Seow Onn 
Choong, who was elected in April 2010. Dr Seow 
was tasked with keeping SDHF operational, en-
suring the continuity of current programmes, 
and priming it for the next generation to take 
over. Dr Seow, who set up the chain of Aaron 
Seow clinics and retired recently, will face a few 
immediate challenges.

At the heart of SDHF activities is the promo-
tion of dental health in Singapore. However a 
large part of its activities is also centered on char-
ity work. Ironically though, SDHF failed to qualify 
under the Charities Act as it does not spend the 
required percentage of its total budget on chari-
table work locally. Since its removal from the list 
of charities, SDHF will have a harder time sourc-
ing for donations as their tax-deductible status 
has also be withdrawn. Fortunately, SDA and its 
members along with  the dental suppliers and 
service  providers have always been supportive 
of SHDF, thus Dr Seow does not see a drop in fu-
ture contributions.

As Singapore society matures, there have 
been more groups of dentists doing charity work 
overseas. In fact, individual groups have set up 
clinics in Ladakh, and been to far-flung places 
such as Bintan, Sri Lanka, Nepal and even 

Mongolia to do Singapore dentistry proud. 
Current SHDF constitution states that funds can 
only be spent on local charity work. However 
with the lost of charity status, SDHF constitution 
may be amended to allow activities for the in-
creasing number of dentists keen on providing 
charity abroad. Dr Seow envisions SDHF as the 
umbrella for all dental charity. He says, “SDHF 
will be a one-stop centre for fund-raising and co-
ordination of all dental charity done locally and 
abroad by our oral health professionals.”

After the success of the implant forum held 
at the recent IDEM 2010, SDHF hopes to collabo-
rate with more dentists to cater to the public in-
terest in dental topics.  Dr Seow is clear to point 
out though, “These talks are non-biased and are 
not advertorial in nature. They are purely to edu-
cate the public and hopefully cultivate our own 
home-grown speakers and educators who can 
then go on to lecture overseas.” 

      In response to the shortage of volunteers 
Dr Seow hopes to boost membership by reach-
ing out to more SDA members. Also he welcomes 
the participation of OHTs and sees in them a 
good pool of volunteers for SHDF activities. He 
believes that this will increase both the accept-
ance and awareness of OHTs with the public, 

Dr Seow at the same time would 
also like to encourage all SDA 
members to take up the SDHF       

membership as membership is “not 
automatic” as commonly believed.
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through screenings conducted by OHTs together 
with SDA members. Dr Seow at the same time 
would also like to encourage all SDA members to 
take up the SDHF membership as membership is 
“not automatic” as commonly believed.

    The role of SDHF is oft overlooked by busy 
dentists working long hours to earn a livelihood. 
SHDF plays an important role not only in educat-
ing the public, but also through its activities en-
hances the image of the profession. Only then 
will the public respect and seek the services of 
the dental profession. Thus in a classical chicken-
and-egg situation, without dentists participating 
in SHDF activities, the dental profession will not 
make progress in the eyes of Singaporeans.☤

 Dr Seow chilling in Cuba.
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the program is conducted via web and 
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   Learn  Gain
 Achieve  Improve
     Add  Network
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2 NEW toWErS of DENtIStry:
khoo tEck puat hoSpItal& NuS faculty of 
DENtIStry

Photos By Dr Wong Chin Wee 
Text by Dr Charlene Goh 

KTPH
Spread out over 1000 sqm, the new KTPH 

Dental Clinic has 20 chairs and an in-house lab 
providing the full range of dental services. Hav-
ing everything in one location, patient confusion 
is minimized when referring to different depart-
ments for treatment.  

With framed artworks decorating the walls 
and a cafe-like waiting area, the facility can easily 
rival some town practices. Like the rest of KTPH, 
the layout is patient-centered and intelligent. 
This is not isolated to the interior design but also 
the equipment and seamless use of technolo-
gy. KTPH has their own electronic record system, 
the brainchild of KTPH staff, which includes fully 
digital X-rays and even an instant messaging sys-
tem so doctors can communicate with each oth-
er without picking up the phone! In addition to 
the X-ray machines and ceiling-mounted micro-
scopes, some rooms also have cameras so “live” 
surgery broadcasts are possible for continuing 
dental education workshops.  

As Dr Eugene Poh so aptly quips, “ It’s so luxu-
rious and beautiful it makes me look forward to 
work everyday!”
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NUS Faculty of Dentistry 

The newest building on the block at the cor-
ner on 11 Lower Kent Ridge Road stands apart 
from its surroundings. 4 stories high with a total 
area of more than 6,000 sqm, this spanking new 
glass building is our alma mater’s new home!  

Perhaps as an indication of the rising promi-
nence of dentistry, this $20 mil structure is the 
first building in our 80-year history solely dedi-
cated to the Faculty of Dentistry. With 4 labo-
ratories, 7 seminar rooms and 3 student clinics 
serving a maximum of 120 patients at any one 
time, the new building will provide additional 
space for the planned increase in intake; from 
the current 230 undergraduates and postgradu-
ates to 260 by 2012. Our state-of-the-art facili-
ties are also used by our medical colleagues who 
use the 3D imaging system (3dMDface System®) 
in the Dental Imaging Unit for their nasal, facial 
and eye research.
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The faculty was designed with staff-student 
interaction in mind, evident from the open link-
ways lined with benches that provide a bird’s eye 
view of the faculty. In fact, the view from most 
parts of the building is uninterrupted, making it 
easy for students to spot staff and get their work 
cards signed! A roof garden on the 4th floor acts 
as a place for students to relax and for future 
functions. 

So pay the alma mater a visit, and look out for 
the clove tree (eugenol, anyone?) planted out-
side the Dean’s office!  ☤

Feature
KTPH/NUS 
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INtErvIEW WIth a/prof gracE oNg – 
thE NEW DEaN of DENtIStry 
Photo by Dr Wong Chin Wee 
By Dr Charlene Goh

Q: Congratulations of being the first 
female dean of dentistry! How does it feel 
to be the first woman holding this job? 

A: (laughs) I have been asked this question 
countless times since my appointment. I 
honestly do not feel it makes a difference. I 
would like to think I got the job based on my 
abilities and not my gender! I do not prescribe 
to the stereotypes of women bosses. To me, 
there are only good and bad leaders, regardless 
of gender. 

Q: Taking over, what are some of the 
toughest challenges you face? 

A: Recruitment and retention. We need good 
academic staff, especially as we are expanding 
to increase the intake of students. Our teaching 
is strong and over the years we have turned 
out students who become good clinicians. 
(This does not mean we are not resting on our 
laurels, and a critical review of the curriculum is 
being carried out.) Our priority now is to build 
up our research. We have been recruiting both 
globally and locally. Gone are the days we are 
just a teaching university. 

Q: Why do you think retention is such a 
problem? Do you think increasing the pay 
will help? 

A: Juggling teaching, research and clinical 
work can be quite a challenge. Also private 
practice is just too lucrative! However I think 
our remuneration is quite fair, but of course it 
can never compare to the private sector. Folks 
joining academia should have other goals which 
drive them. 

We are trying our best to improve the working 
environment for academics. Funding, protected 
time and more administrative support are some 
measures. 

Q: In light of a recent tragic event involving 
an undergraduate, do you think the 
stresses of the curriculum are too great? 

A: Dentistry is a stressful course. But over the 
last 15 years many changes have been made to 
decongest the course. I do not think that the 
curriculum is the only stress point. Students’ 
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expectations and motivation also play a big role. 
There are other pressures from peers, family, 
society, etc. 
We are currently reviewing the curriculum again 
and studying options to decongest the course 
without compromising quality of training. 

Q: What is your vision for the school in the 
next few years? 

A: I hope to see research productivity grow 
with more external grants and publications 
in the next 3 years. My aim is to recruit 
more scientists. About 25% of FTEs (full-time 
employees) should be scientists.
The formation of the National University Health 
System (NUHS) has been synergistic and will 
facilitate our academic mission.
Lastly, I look forward to better alumni relations 
with our graduates. 

Q: How do you see NUS-SDA ties developing 
further? 

A: SDA has been a great collaborator in events, 
eg.SDA-NUS Distinguished Speaker CDE 
series. I sincerely hope SDA would encourage 
more students to join SDA.  Starting from 
student members will mean building lasting 
relationships with the Association. ☤
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Taiwan

It was unbelievably windy

But the resulting photo was fabulous

With the upcoming holidays and long 
weekends many of you must be wondering 
where to go for a short getaway. I recently went 
to Taipei and I had an amazing time.

I was tired of seeing the same old places in 
friends’ wedding albums so I decided to take my 
wedding photos in Taiwan! It is very affordable 
and they have fantastic makeup artists and 
photographers. You can choose your dress on 
Day One, shoot on Day Two and collect your 
photos on Day Three. There are also plenty of 
backdrops to choose from; stunning sea sides, 
fields full of lilies and even authentic looking 
Victorian buildings to get that chic European 
feel. I encountered some bad weather but not 
to worry, it can make for some unexpectedly 
dramatic photographs!

Taking photographs the whole day can be 
really tedious and boring but not if you combine 
it with sightseeing. My shoot brought me from 
central Taipei to Yangmingshan then finally to 
Danshui. Some of these places can be difficult 
to reach if you are taking public transport but if 
you go there with a studio, you would have the 
comfort of your own transport and you can stop 
as and when you see something interesting. It’s 
a great way to record down your holiday and for 
those of you who already have a wedding album, 
who says you can’t take it twice!
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The incredibly juicy chicken chop. Just be careful not to bum your tongue!

Doraemon pancakes . 
But don’t miss the  fabulous shaved ice desert that 

tastes nothing like your regular ice kacang 

Taipei is famed for its bustling night mar-
kets so what’s visit without a trip to the most 
famous Shilin Night Market. Personally, I prefer 
the smaller scaled Raohe street night market. Its 
only one street long but has all the all the street 
delicacies you can think of and more. 

A visit to the National Palace Museum is also 
a must if you visit Taipei because you get to see 
all the treasures of the Imperial family that you 
won’t have a chance to see in the actual Forbid-
den City. Check out the collection of calligraphy 
and be totally amazed at how even a young eu-
nuch can write beautiful scripts that almost look 
printed. You should always go in the morning to 
beat the crowds of  tourists, and always look at 
the popular exhibits first because once the mu-
seum gets crowded it can get extremely uncom-
fortable.
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 I love eating and I’m partial to Japanese food 
so a good place to get good quality Japanese food 
in Taipei is Restaurant Mitsui. But definitely go 
for lunch because that way you can enjoy great 
food at a very reasonable price. The restaurant 
also has an attached shop so you can purchase 
everything from dried bonito to quaint Japanese 
tea cups.

Another well-known Taiwan import is Ding 
Tai Feng but to be honest, it is pretty overpriced 
and overrated. You can get equally good Xiao 
Long Baos in the mostly unlikely places. I found 
this shop just on the outskirts of the Sun Yat Sen 
Memorial Hall that served up these juicy morsels 
that tasted just as good and at a fraction (liter-
ally) of the cost.

 Taiwan is full of fun and food so book your 
ticket now. When I finally left Taiwan, it was with 
great reluctance but I will definitely be back! ☤

Photography is strictly forbidden 
inside the National Museum so 
you would have to get a guide 
book if you wanted to keep a 

memento.

Dr Shen is currently serving her bond in  the public 
sector. DentalSurgeon would like to thank her for 

sharing her wedding photos with us and we wish her 
a very blissful marriage with lots of good food!
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